ABSTRACT. The sensitivity to damage achievable by guided wave structural health monitoring systems is limited by the repeatability of recorded signals under normal operating conditions. Direct subtraction of reference signals leads to unacceptably high post-subtraction noise in the presence of modest temperature changes due to variations in reflections from benign structural features, hence temperature compensation is necessary. In this paper, various numerical compensation strategies are investigated. It is concluded that a combination of stretching and translating time-traces provides reasonable compensation performance for modest temperature changes.
INTRODUCTION
The detection of damage at any location in a large structure using a sparse array of sensors is a generic challenge in Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) that has potential applications over a wide range of industrial sectors. The crux of the challenge is to achieve the necessary sensitivity to damage with a sufficiently small number of sensors for the system to be economically viable. Guided acoustic waves in the tens to hundreds of kilohertz range are arguably the only viable detection mechanism that possesses sufficient propagation range and sensitivity to damage.
Guided wave Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE) using deployable transduction systems is limited to structures with relatively low feature densities such as pipelines [1] , from which signals can be directly interpreted. In an SHM system with permanently attached or embedded sensors the possibility of making highly accurate repeat measurements becomes available. In theory, subtraction of later measurements from a reference measurement taken from the undamaged structure enables the signals from multiple structural features to be suppressed. This strategy potentially allows the use of guided wave SHM on more complex structures than those on which deployable systems can be used. However, the sensitivity of any approach based upon reference signal subtraction is limited by the amplitude of residual signals from structural features remaining after subtraction. These signals are termed the post-subtraction noise.
It has been shown previously [2] that even a modest temperature change produces a level of post-subtraction noise that renders a system using simple subtraction too insensitive to damage to be commercially viable. Hence some form of compensation for temperature change is essential. The purpose of this paper is to investigate and compare various numerical strategies.
MODELING THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE CHANGE

General Case
A complex Hilbert transform, MO(/), of a reference time-trace recorded from a guided wave SHM system at an initial temperature To is assumed to be comprised of A^ superposed signals from structural features and can therefore be written as.
oit) = Jl^j{t -X (1) J=l where Sj and tj represent the shape and arrival time of the j signal respectively. If it is assumed that a change in temperature of the structure alters the arrival time but not the shape of the constituent signals, the Hilbert transform of a time-trace recorded at a different temperature, T, is given by.
i{tj)=j:s.{t-p.t).
(2)
where Pj represents the fractional perturbation in arrival time of the j signal. For modest temperature changes, the perturbation can be linearized with respect to temperature so that.
where Oj is a coefficient that encapsulates all the thermal effects contributing to a change in arrival time. These include, for example, the changes in material stiffness and propagation distance due to thermal expansion.
For illustrative purposes in the following discussions, time-trace simulations based on the properties of the So Lamb wave mode in a 3 mm thick aluminum plate excited with a 10 cycle Harming windowed tone burst with 250 kHz center frequency will be considered. At this frequency-thickness, the So mode is largely non-dispersive. The simulations are performed using standard Fourier techniques and textbook material properties for aluminum. The time-traces contain five equally spaced signals of equal amplitude, which correspond to propagation distances of 0.25, 0.75, 1.25, 1.75 and 2.25 m. Fig. 1(a) shows a simulated RF time-trace, and Fig. 1(b) shows its Hilbert envelope. 
Single Non-dispersive Mode and Homogeneous Temperature Change
In the case that the time-trace contains contributions from a single non-dispersive mode only, the signals from each structural feature should have the same shape and differ only in amplitude and phase. If the temperature change is homogeneous, the values of Pj are constant and equal to a general perturbation constant, /?. Under these assumptions Eqs. (1) and (2) can be written as,
and
where Aj is a complex coefficient describing the amplitude and phase of the j signal and s{t) is the underlying signal shape. These expressions will be used as a starting point for the following discussion of temperature compensation schemes.
COMPENSATING FOR TEMPERATURE CHANGE
The goal of temperature compensation is to modify u{t,T) in such a way that postsubtraction noise remaining after subtracting MO(/) is as small as possible. In the analytical treatment of different compensation strategies it will be assumed that the perturbation factor P in Eq. (5) can be exactly determined by some means. In the numerical examples, the compensation parameters are obtained by iteration to minimize the post-subtraction noise, where post-subtraction noise is defined as the maximum residual signal amplitude anywhere in the time window considered. In the following subsections, the symbol u{t,T) is used to denote the compensated version of M(/,7).
No Compensation
Initially the case of subtraction without compensation is considered to illustrate why this cannot be used in practice. Without temperature compensation, the noise remaining after subtraction is:
If s{t) is an n cycle Harming windowed tone burst with center frequency (»o, it can be expressed as.
It can then be shown [2] that for small temperature changes the maximum amplitude of the noise, u"oise, associated with the j constituent signal is,
The Hilbert envelopes of the residual signals after subtraction without compensation for the example time-trace are shown in Fig. 2 for temperature changes of 1 and 10 °C. Note that a relatively modest change of 10 °C causes the post-subtraction noise level to be larger than the amplitudes of the original signals for the last two pulses, which is due to the change in their arrival times being greater than half a period at the center frequency. 
Time-Domain Stretch
The first technique to compensate for a change in temperature is to stretch the timeaxis of M(/,7) by 1//7 to obtain the compensated signal:
From Eq. (5), this expression can be written as:
where ?(/) = •s(/7/). Comparison of Eqs. (4) and (10) shows that the stretched time-trace contains constituent signals with the same amplitude and arrival times as those in the reference time-trace. The results of applying a time-domain stretch (optimized to minimize post-subtraction noise) before reference signal subtraction are shown in Fig. 3 (a) for a temperature change of 10 °C. It can be seen that although the post-subtraction noise has been reduced significantly in this operation, residual signals remain present. A fundamental limitation of the simple time-domain stretch occurs because the signals in the temperature compensated time-trace, Jyt-t^j, are copies of the original signal, s(t), stretched by I//?. This means that the timedomain stretch always results in post-subtraction noise that is proportional to the maximum difference between s(pt) and s(ty.
This term is referred to as frequency distortion noise and is independent of the arrival time of a signal but increases with the temperature change.
However, the residual signals in Fig. 3(a) can be seen to increase in amplitude with arrival time, and hence must be due to a different effect.
The effect is termed granularization noise and is introduced by the numerical procedure for performing a timedomain stretch on a discretely sampled time-trace. The time-domain stretch requires the time-trace to be interpolated onto a slightly more finely or coarsely spaced set of points. The authors have used the standard Fourier method, where the signal to be stretched is first subjected to a fast Fourier transform (FFT) using mi points. The result of the FFT is truncated or padded with zeros and an inverse FFT performed with W2 points. The stretch factor achieved is therefore equal to mjl m\, but since m\ and m2 are integers, the permissible stretch factors are discrete and spaced at \ I rrii. The noise introduced by this granularization of stretch factors is proportional to signal arrival time, since after
2m,
The granularization noise can be reduced by increasing m\ (i.e., by zero padding the signal before stretching) at the expense of computation time. In Fig. 3(a) , a low value of m\ was used so that the granularization noise dominated, as evidenced by the increasing amplitude of residual signals associated with later arrival times. In Fig. 3(b) a higher value oim\ has been used so that the residual signals are associated with frequency distortion.
Time-Domain Stretch with Frequency Distortion Correction
The granularization noise introduced by the time-domain stretch can be reduced to an arbitrarily low level by increasing the value oim\ in (12), but the frequency distortion due to (11) cannot be removed. In theory, the shape of the constituent signals in (11) can be exactly restored by applying a correction to the time-domain stretch in the frequency domain. This can be explained by expressing (4) and (5) where U{o)) and S{o)) denote the Fourier transforms of their lower case counterparts and m is the radial frequency. Stretching the frequency axis by /Jyields:
U{a>,T) = U{a>lP,T) = S{a>lp)'^A.e-""' = S{w)f^Aje-""^ ,
where S[a>) = Sycoj P). Because a frequency-domain stretch of/? is equivalent to a timedomain stretch of 1//?, (17) is the Fourier transform of (10). Comparison of (15) and (17) show that the distortion introduced by the stretch of the time-axis appears as a factor of SycojISyco) in the frequency domain. In theory, ii S{a)) is known then SycojiSyco) can be evaluated and included as a multiplier to make the compensation exact:
U{co,T) = ^U{colP,T) = ^^S{colp)±A^e--' = S{co)±A^e--' =U,{co). (18)
However, in practice the multiplication by Sya>)/Sya>) amplifies noise at the extremes of the available bandwidth and it is necessary to apply a frequency domain filter to both Uo ((o) and Uya>,T) that has a somewhat narrower bandwidth. Theoretically, the compensation obtained by using the time-domain stretch with frequency distortion correction is perfect. However, the improvement in performance obtained by including the frequency distortion correction is marginal for small temperature changes where the distortion is small. Also, the spectrum of the underlying received signals, S((o), must be known which is not usually the case in practice where frequency dependent transducer characteristics and modal excitabilities distort the spectral content of the signal.
Time-Domain Stretch and Shift
In practice, superior results to a pure stretch in the time-domain have been achieved by applying a shift, 4, as well as a stretch,
u{t,T) = u{pt-t^,T).
(19)
According to the simple model of non-dispersive propagation and time-domain stretching, this shift should not give any improvement. This is because the post-subtraction noise due to the frequency distortion introduced by the time domain stretch of Eq. (10) occurs symmetrically towards both the leading and trailing edges of a pulse. Hence a time shift will increase the post-subtraction noise at one side and reduce the other, thus making the maximum post-subtraction noise worse. However, there are a number of practical reasons why the application of a shift as well as a stretch may lead to superior performance. First, the performance analysis of the stretching technique described previously is only valid if the origin of the time-axis is in the center of the transmitted signal. If this is not the case, either due to triggering offsets or physical delays occurring in the transduction process, then a stretch and shift will give superior performance. The latter point is particularly relevant if the sensor properties in either transmission or reception change due to environmental conditions and result in a phase shift.
Duration of Time Window Considered
In the previous discussions, processing parameters such as the amounts of stretch and shift have been iteratively adjusted to minimize the post-subtraction noise. What has not been addressed is the time window (i.e., over which portion of the received signal) this should be performed. In the past, some SHM researchers have used the early time range where discrete reflections can still be discerned [3] , and others [4] have used a longer time range where the field is diffuse-like and individual reflections cannot be discerned. The advantage of the former approach is that it ensures that the post-subtraction noise present in the portion of signals used for damage location [3] is minimized. It also means that the portion of a structure over which the constituent signals have propagated is limited, and the amount of temperature inhomogeneity encountered is minimized.
The potential disadvantage is that a signal due to damage may also be suppressed in the minimization process, and this is where exploitation of longer time records may be beneficial. The properties of the diffuse field in a sample subjected to varying temperature were investigated extensively by Weaver and Lobkis [5] . They showed that even far into the diffuse field a temperature change did not significantly distort the shape of the signal but instead caused an almost uniform time shift over a short time window. This was despite the fact that the waves contributing to the diffuse field had undergone multiple mode conversions and many thousands of traversals of the sample. Hence utilizing waves in the diffuse field to identify the appropriate temperature compensation is possibly a more robust solution than only considering the early arrivals, especially in the presence of damage.
EXPERIMENTAL EXAMPLE Procedure
An aluminum plate of dimensions 610 x 610 x 4.8 mm was instrumented with six 12.5 mm diameter PZT discs arranged in a partially randomized grid on the upper surface of the plate. The transducers were optimized for sensitivity to the So mode. The timetraces from the 15 possible pitch-catch combinations are collectively referred to as a dataset, and a total of 150 data-sets were recorded. Damage was introduced by incrementally drilling a hole in the region between the sensors starting at data-set 62, and the plate was subjected to several heating and cooling cycles spanning a range of approximately 20 °C both before and after introduction of damage. Data-sets 7-24 were acquired over one monotonic heating cycle, and are used as baselines representative of the undamaged plate.
To obtain a comparative measure of the change between data-sets, the following metric, E, was used:
where u"(t) is the signal from the n transducer pair, and T is 4000 [is. Four strategies for computing E were used based on the subtraction of (a) a single reference time-trace with no compensation; (b) best matched time-trace from multiple references (i.e., data-sets 7-24) without subsequent compensation (optimum baseline subtraction); (c) best matched timetrace from multiple references (optimal baseline subtraction [3] ) and time-domain stretch compensation; (d) best matched time-trace from multiple references and time-domain stretch and shift compensation. Note that the frequency distortion correction was not applied due to its negligible effect.
Results
The values of E for each of the four strategies are plotted against data set number in Figs. 4(a)-(d) . In the case of strategy (a), there are large fluctuations in E but no significant change for data-sets after the hole was drilled. For strategy (b), a step increase in the minimum value of ii is seen after the hole is drilled, but large amplitude spikes as much as four to five times greater in amplitude than the step are also seen. However, for strategies (c) and (d) the perturbation introduced in E by the drilling of the hole is clearly far larger than any of the remaining fluctuations. The additional shift compensation of strategy (d) provides only a slight improvement as compared to strategy (c). 
CONCLUSION
A number of different strategies for performing temperature compensation on guided wave SHM signals prior to subtraction have been examined and compared, with a view to minimizing the residual signals from benign structural features. For small temperature changes, a time-domain stretch provides reasonable compensation for non-dispersive signals. A subsequent time shift may also improve performance depending upon how the time origin is established relative to signal arrivals. For large temperature shifts, the frequency distortion introduced by performing a time-domain stretch may result in unacceptably large residual signals, but in principle it is possible to compensate for this effect. However, this may not be required in practice if the numerical temperature compensation strategies are combined with the use of optimum baseline subtraction. Here reference time-traces are recorded at multiple temperatures and the time-trace most similar to the current time-trace (i.e. the reference time-trace that minimizes post-subtraction noise without compensation) is selected before temperature compensation is applied. This approach limits the amount of temperature compensation required, resulting in the most effective overall strategy.
